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Background
The Library Services unit of User Services and Resource Sharing has historically 
had a paper handbook. With the introduction of Confluence to the Libraries, 
content then could be moved into a more collaborative, active document within 
a wiki structure.
The Library Services Desk Handbook still exists in a paper document, but that 
document is based on Confluence, which is a wiki format. The two work in 
tandem to bring information to a variety of users, both staff and student 
assistants. 
Differences in the functionality of the platforms meant that there needed to 
be subtle differences in the way the content was presented. 
Special thanks to the members of USRS who reviewed and edited the pages on the Library Services Confluence: Jenny Cotton, Douvonte Farmer, Austin Smith, Emily Spangler, James 
Spring, Hilary Thompson, Taylor Vaughan, Lauren Warres, Joanna Wiley, and Charles Wright.
Media
Lists of static images for describing processes in the Word document were turned 
into written directions accompanied by .gifs in Confluence









Internal Links Confluence enables internal linking between pages in the same manner as an external page. There are 
also small page trees for certain sections.
Word document uses directive words and page numbers. There is also a full table of contents in the 
document. 
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